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SMART LOBBY
Our Smart Lobby offers a great addition of new, 
advanced, and versatile features - experience 
Evolution Live Casino with our First Person titles, 
all in one space.

Players are presented with their favourite and 
recommended content provided by our powerful 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) engine, complete with 
statistic-filled game overviews for superior 
functionality and easy accessibility. 

Smart Lobby allows customised branding and the 
possibility to sort tables according to priorities. All 
of which provides excellent control over your brand 
visibility and messaging.

KEY BENEFITS
 A Quick and clever navigation
 A Personalised content and    

 explanatory game previews
 A Unique search engine and increased  

 lobby performance
 A Modern, responsive design on any  

 device.
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SMART LOBBY
NAVIGATION

RECOMMENDATION ENGINE
The recommendation engine, powered by powerful 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), makes the content in the 
Smart Lobby personalised for players. Simultaneously 
it increases Lobby performance by stimulating the 
conversion to join a table and playtime in-game, as 
well as wager and player retention.

SMART SEARCH
Our improved search allows searching for games 
by broad queries. Search for keywords like ‘dice’ or 
‘Spanish’ to find all the games corresponding to  
these phrases.

GAMES CATEGORIES
All games are categorised into groups in the ‘Games’ section according to the most popular games or a 
particular game type (e.g., Roulette, Blackjack). This makes it easy for players to see and select games  
according to their personal preferences.
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SMART LOBBY ‘FOR YOU’ SPACE
This space keeps all your personal and favourite 
games in one place! Find your selected favourite 
games, browse recently played and recommended 
for you games, as well as games available in Reward 
Games mode.

The ‘For You’ space also lets you explore Evolution’s 
hot and new games, so you’re always on top of the 
latest Live content. You can also familiarise yourself 
with our dedicated games and native dealer tables 
here.

HERO
The Hero banner promotes some of the newest and 
biggest games available. Here you’ll find bet limits and 
information about the number of active players, and 
you can enter the game by clicking the ‘Play’ button in 
the user interface.

GAMES PREVIEW
Games Preview is a great way to easily browse 
numerous games and activates with a click on 
mobile or a hover on desktop. The Preview shows 
a live video stream and provides more details about 
the game, for instance – bet limits, the last winning 
numbers, as well as a short description of the game 
and suggested similar games. Additionally, you can 
start playing it straight away or add the game to your 
‘Favourites’ list.
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SMART LOBBY
TABLE FEATURES

NORMAL
An unlimited amount of players can enjoy many 
tables; therefore you can participate in the game 
whenever you wish. Simply click and enjoy!

Smart Lobby offers clever ways of informing players about the current status of tables. Simply by browsing the game overviews, you can spot the tables that are 
available to play right away. Available tables will always be displayed at the top of the game list, so you can start exploring them. For player convenience, we offer  
easy-to-view table statistics and numerous informative visualisations, to make the decision process as easy and fast as possible.

RECENTLY PLAYED (MOBILE)
Recently played games will be marked with a ‘Play’ 
button, if using a mobile device. This allows you to 
resume playing the same game as before quickly.

PRIVATE (FREE)
Salon Privé tables provide an exclusive online gaming 
experience by allowing only one player to enter the 
table. Our Salon Privé tables are exclusive, and only 
one player can play at a time. If no other player has 
joined the Salon Privé table, you will be allowed to 
enter and play.
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SMART LOBBY
PRIVATE (OCCUPIED)
Since only one player is permitted per Salon Privé 
table, a locked sign will be displayed if the table is 
occupied by another player.

Such tables are completely private and no other 
players may join or even watch.

CLOSED
When a table has working hours, it will be left in the 
Smart Lobby but displayed as ‘Closed’ if the table is 
closed. The player’s local time is used to inform about 
opening hours.

If the table is under maintenance, it will be hidden.

TABLE FEATURES

LOCALISED TABLES
We offer a wide selection of native-speaking dealer 
tables. 

To easily distinguish native-speaking tables, they are 
marked with the corresponding flag, right next to the 
game name.

All native-speaking tables can also be found under 
‘Native Dealer’ category in the ‘For You’ space or 
by using the filter ‘Native Dealer’ in any game type 
category.
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SMART LOBBY
BLACKJACK DIRECT SEATING
For tables where only a limited number of players are 
allowed, free seats are highlighted in light-grey colour 
for an easier seat availability overview. Join the table 
with a single click. 

Bet behind allows a virtually unlimited number of 
players to bet behind the main seven players seated.

JACKPOT
To always keep track of the Progressive Jackpot prize 
value – it is displayed as part of the game preview.

Join the table when you feel that the Jackpot prize is 
just right for you.
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SMART LOBBY
ROADS
For games that show statistics with roads – these can 
be viewed without even entering the table, letting 
you see the trends in advance. 

Compare the roads on numerous tables and pick the 
table that is best suited for you.

LABELED GAMES
Labels are for example used to mark a table as a new 
game. To quickly find newly introduced games, a label 
marked ‘New’ will appear at the top of the Game 
Preview. This label will be hidden after the players 
have joined the table for the first time.

It is possible to choose from a variety of labels, as well 
as introduce custom ones.

TABLE INFORMATION AND STATISTICS
Game Preview allows you to get a quick overview of 
the last game round results, bonus rounds played, and 
multipliers of winning numbers. Additionally, you can 
view the minimum bet requirement and total number 
of players participating. 

We also display real-time thumbnails from game 
stream, whilst having the ability to filter for any un-fit 
images (when dealer is not visible).
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SMART LOBBY Smart Lobby offers an advanced In-Game Panel, 
which is displayed on the bottom right corner of  
the screen.

You can choose to enter Smart Lobby during your 
gameplay and keep your seat at the table. This option 
allows you to browse Smart Lobby and keep an eye 
on your currently running game simultaneously, 
with the option to get back to the game instantly by 
clicking on the live game preview. 

Each ‘Games’ category further offers the possibility 
to filter each category by different purposes and 
keywords, such as ‘new’, ‘low stakes’, ‘auto’, etc. 

See exactly the games you are interested in, in the 
easiest and most compact way possible.
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SMART LOBBY The tables are sorted according to the operator’s 
preferences. The table order can be customised 
for each market to push the right game to the right 
player.

By default, full Blackjack tables are moved to the 
bottom and dedicated tables are available at the top.

The game overview also informs you if a game is 
available in Reward Games Mode.

Reward Game allows you to play certain games 
without money. In situations where you have received 
a voucher, you are entitled to spend this voucher in 
the Reward Games Mode.

See the selection of suggested Reward Games in the 
‘For You’ space or by using the Reward Games filter in 
any game category.

Reward Games Mode can only be used if it’s 
supported by the game.
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SMART LOBBY Players can save their favourite games and mark them 
as ‘Favourites’ for fast and easy access to their most 
beloved titles.

Games can be marked as ‘Favourites’ directly from the 
game preview while browsing. Your selected favourite 
games can be viewed in the ‘For You’ space and you 
can easily filter them in the ‘Games’ categories.

The Smart Lobby features both live casino and First 
Person games which allows you to switch between 
both environments seamlessly, whilst keeping the 
same functionality. 

The integrated lobby improves accessibility for players 
and provides a door to connect both worlds more 
organically.

All of our First Person games previews hold beautiful 
images from the environment to give the players an 
idea of how the game studio looks. 

First Person game previews display the game name 
and the minimum bet limit. 

First Person games won’t be visible for live casino 
players. In order to access First Person games within 
the Smart Lobby, players are required to enter our 
lobby through a First Person game.
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SMART LOBBY Our Smart Lobby supports the operator’s logo placement in our environment for a more tailored lobby 
experience. The logo is located in the top left corner of the header for desktop devices and in the centre of 
the footer for tablet and mobile phones.

Brand your Smart Lobby the way you see it fit. Have Smart Lobby made according to your brand personality 
and choose to have customised header label and table tile backdrops, as well as your logo.
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